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The stability of shells has beert-~nalyzed by 
•I 
·; . , .. ~ ... 
· several authors: However, ~hey have often assumed that 
. . ...... 
1 the time-depiendent load~ngs qn the shells are of a 
periodic nature. In reality, this, assumption does not 
describe the actual situation. The .loadings on them are 
.... _ ..... 
more accurately described.as haying a· random nature. 
Hence, for such shells it is necessary to analyze their 
. 
stability by statistical method·s,. It is also true that 
there is a· certain amount o_f· damping present in most 
shell structures. Ther.efore, it is also _necessary to 
. 
take . damping into :account i·n. the·- anal·ysis of the stability . 
.... 
The object of: th·is study was to an:alyze the 
dynamic behavior of a ci.rcular cylindrical shell unde-r 
' . 
random loadings with damping present. The lo.adings were 
applied such that they caused a compression force in the 
longitudinal direction and in the radial directioh~ 
· .. From the s'!1ell equation_s for this problem it was· 
possible to derive an eighth order differential equation 
in terms of a scalar displacement function. By assuming 
a separable solutio.n,,. a second order different;ial equation 
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.. ( i 
is ·obtained for the generalized coordinates. Since the 
loading is. a wide band process, · the statistics of the 
response of this equation may be integrated by a· Fokker-
l ,>···1 
Planck equation which describes the transitional proba-
bilities of the Markov process~ 
Although the solution of this Fokker-Planck 
equation is not known,, it was possible to analyze th.e 
moments of the solution. By multiplying the Fokker-
Planck equation by the coordinates of the phase space and 
then· integrating over the entire phase space the con-
ditions for the "stability in the mean" were obtained. 
The conditions for "stability in the mean square" were 
obtained in·. a similar manner except that the Fokker-
.Planck equation was multiplied by the second order prod-
ucts of the phase space coordinates. 
The results of this analysis appeared to be 
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In.recent years a new theory-of dynainic stability 
-. ---
of elastic systems has evolved out of ·th.e more general 
theory of applied elasticity. The problems which are 
L, 
exam.ined in this ·branch of elasticity· are related to 
those in "the theory of vibrations •and the $tability :o·f 
' ~ 
elastic systems. Whenever static loading of a partic.ul·.ar _.. 
kind causes a loss of static stabiliti, then vibrational 
loading o'f the same kind will cause a loss of dynamic 
. 
stability. Such a loading is characterized by the fact 
that it is contained as a parameter on the left-hand 
side oft.he equilibrium equations of motion. This kind 
of loading is defined as "parametric loading. 11 • Thus, 
the theory of the dynamic stability of elastic systems 
.can be defined as the study of vibrations.induced by 
.. 
pulsating parametric loadings. 
Many of the papers and books written on this 
subject assume that the parametric loadings behave in a 
_ .......... . 
· periodic. manner. However, t·he · behavior of many phsyical 
systems can be described.better by using random loadings 
rather than periodic loadings. The effects of the random 
·' 
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' \ :i~· ., 
-. ' '· . ·-~ 
_._.: 
.. loadings must then .be analyzed by statistic.al methods 
-. ~-... ., 
. ... . -
which are discussed in [1] , [ 2] , [ 3], and [4] . * 
.. 
-
. Hence, the purpose of this study· is to analyze 
4 
the stability of an el,astic system, namely a circular 
cylindrical sh~ll, under the influence of random loadings. 
') 
'1:1his study will be similar to the study mad~ by 
' I, 
Ariaratnam [s] . for a column under a random loading. 
It is also true that in many physical systems 
there exist resistance forces which tend to dissipate 
the energy in the system. Hence, in this stability 
study -the presence of resistance forces will be taken 
into account by introducing into the appropriate differ-
ential equations additional terms which contain first' 
derivatives of the displacements with respect to time. 
It will be assumed that the circular cylindrical 
shell of radius Rand of constant shell thickness his 
loaded by a uniformly distributed radial load Q = q0 +q(t) 
and, in addition is compressed by a longitudinal force 
P = p0 +p(t). The loads q0 and ·Po are static loads which 
• 
* .... ,Numbers in square brackets designate references on 
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.respective directions. The loads q(t) and p(t) are random~- . 
Further description of these randoi;n lea.dings will 
in the stability analysis sectiori of this study. 
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I:I. SHELL ANALYSIS 
First select an orthogonal curvilinear coordinate 
· system ( ~, 'f2 , tf3) to describe the middle surface of. the 
, shell as shown in Figure 1. Now 'intro-duce the nondirnen-
• 
sional coordinates o(, = "f i/R ~nd ~ = 'fi which taken 
along the lines o(, = constant and / = constant ref!resents 
the ·1ines of principal curvature of the miqdle surface. 
The first quadratic form of the middle surface 
referred to the lines of principal curvatures in the 
dimensionles~ coordinate system is given as 
-; 
:. (ll · .. 
I 
where the coefficients are A1 = A2 = R. 
The radii of curvature are R1 =00 and R2 = R. 
In addition to the usual assumptions of ·th.·e 
linear theory of elasticity, the shell theory used in 
this analysis is derived from the following basic 
assumptions [6] : 
I 
\ . 
1. Points on a normal of the middle1 ,surf ace before de-
~: 
formation remain on1 _a straight line after deformatio~. 
. 
2. Distances between points on a normal do not change 
""' during deformation. 
• . I 
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3. Stresses are replaced by stress-resultants. ,, . 
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The "classical theory" of shells will also be 
'·-- ---·' 
' . 
used in the analysis· ·of·· the shell ·equations. Thi's 
theory, as described by Kaln~s [ 6] , assumes the .follow.;. 
' 
• ing: ' . 
_,.,_ 
1. Points on a normal of the middle surf ace before de-!--·-· 
formation remain on a normal of the deformed middle 
.~, . ·surf ace. 
'».,·-; ..... 1_., 
2. The terms \f'3j"'Ri, appearing in the eq~ations are 
set equal to ·zero. 
The first assumption in the· c,l.-assical theory is also 1 
I 
known as Kirchoff's Hypothesis. 
"" Using all these assumptions and making use Of . . 
· the following notation for partial derivatives 
. 
the ,differential equations of equilibrium for· ·the 
a 
circular_ cylindr~cal shell in terms of the non-dimension-
less coordinates ( ~l' ~ 2 , q,3) ,becorn.e: 
• 
.., 
Nl2,2 + R·Nll 1 + RX - 0 I . 
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M22,2 + R_Ml2,l .< ' . (5) 
. (6) . 
C. 
The terms N· · are called membrane stress resultants, Q .. 1J 1) 
are the transverse.shear resultants, M·. are the moment l. J, 
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loads whose positive directions are shown in Figure 2.· 
These surface loads are described as 
where 
tions 
; I : -
\ 'l 
X = X + ~X - m ~l-u 
0 
. . Ot 2 
-)(du 
dt 
" y = y ,+ ~y 
0 · .. 
c)'w ){dw 2 - z +AZ - rn -Ot2. Ot 
the first terms on the right hand 
,' 




side of the equa-
a membrane 
state of. stress in the· shell. The second terms on the 
RHS are the reduced loading formed during the deflection 
of the middle surface from the initial membrane state·. 
The remaining terms.,;-on the RHS are the inertial terms. 
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In these inertia terms u = U ( '1.11 , f 2 ) , v = v ( 'P1, '1'2> , 
• 
t ' 
are the displacements of· . the middle 
surface in the respective X, Y, z, directions·, also 
shown in Figure 2. 
_The transverse shear resultants are derived from 
(•-
• 
equations (5) and (6) • 
01 - .Mll, 1 + .!.M12,2 ~ 
R ~~ ~ 
·.r 
02 - M12,1.+ 1 M22,2 -
-~ I R I 
Then 
;;- .~:: .. 
01 1 - Mll,11 + 1 Ml2,21 -t!f. - -
. I R 
', ~ 
02 2 - Ml2,12 + 1 M22,22 .:"'· -
-. I R 
.,. - "'1 ... ,.:. 
Substituting these expressions into equations 
( 2) , {3} and (4) then gives three differential equation~ 
of equilibrium i·n terms of the membrane and the moment 
stress resultants. } 
N 12 , 2 +,. R N 11, 1 + RX = 0 
"· 
(10) 
R N22,2 +.R2N12,l + R M12,1 + M22,~ + R2Y = 0 (11) 
2R M12,12 + M22,22 + R2Mll,11 - R N22 + R2Z = 0 (12) 
. ~ . ·, 
r 
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repreient the rotations of th·e tangents to the middle 
------ surface oriented along the parametric lines 'f'1 and · \fJ2 
. ~-
respectively. According to the "classical shell theory", 
these rotations are defined as ' 
., 
/3, = - w>, '1:-i 
f,. = - ~ w,~ 
Then using Hooke's Law the stress resultants in 
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= D ( €22 + £11) f, 
= D ( /-1) ) ( rl + ¥2). 
2 
- Dh2 (X11 + X22> -
12 
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Substituting these displacements expressions 
into Hooke's Law gives the following- equations for the 
stress resultants: 
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lvzz = D ( ~ 2 + w + V R u,, ) 
R. ·.:'' 
N,z = D (t-'iJ) (~ v;, t-u,2 ) ~ ·-· 2 . 
~I = - D c2 (~2. ~11 t-JJ ~zz) 
...·.· .J ... r 
. :
where 
·The differential ·equations of equilibrium are 
then obtained in terms of the displacements by substi-
. . 
12 
tuting thes-e stress resultant expressions into equations 
. ·, 
( 10) , ( 11) , . and { 12) . . 
~2u.,, +(l~>J) h22 + Jf (lt-V)'Y-, +JJ~w, +/fzx~o .(13) 'I ;r--l . 2 ~ ) 2. J I 2 . ·, /) .. 
.... ___ 4 
•; 
: ~ .. 
.......... ~-
l'. - ,. 
R(lr»)ulZ. +v)22 +Rz.(l-»)11'1., + Htz. · . 
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It • possible to simplify these equations by 1S 
' . 
riegleating the c 2 t_errns in equation· ( 14,) '.. Flugge [ 7] 
~ ' ,.. ' 
·J 
13 
.. lr: ,. 
discusses. the :justification of this simplification -i·n his, 
c;apter on cylindrical. shells and also Vlasov [ a] dis-
. 
. cusses it.on page 360. The simplified equations written' 
for the dimensionless coordinates o( and /3 are: 
,, 
/,(),<o( + {/-).)) ~BA + (!+lJ) ~&\'A ,Ll}~o( +R'X = 0 (l6 ) 
2 rr l . r - [) 
4- 2. . 
cl. V w - I(. Z =·o 
D 
+ ~p + w + 
Now the surface loads must be derived for th.is 
problem. It is assumed that the membrane state is 
' . 
characterized by the normal stress sultants N11 and 
• 
··-• ,'. '. ' N22 which will be recjarded as positiv if they cause 
• i',-_, . 
i . 
compression. Su ing the forces in longitudinal 
·direction, as ·~ in Figure 
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N,, = p 
2rrR 







And summing the forces in the normal direction, as shown 
in Figure 4, gives 
( QR dp dJ = Nzz dJ it_ + A1zz JI.£ 
or 2 2 
Now, in general, neglecting the. inertia forces irt, 
the membrane state the equilibrium equations are 
where 
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These;e~uations express the equilibrium of an·element 
15 
of a shell having an, area A, Az. J~ d/·.. Now deform this 
' 
element so that the first ~adratic· e_quat.ion. (1) • is re-
. '
written as, * 
.. 
ds 2 = A,2(1+CJ,)z do< 2 + A: (J+t'zz),. </s2 
' ) ' 
Consequently, it is necessary to substitute A1 (1 + G11) 
r-- ... 
.) . 
. and A2 (1 + C22 ) into equations (21) · and (22) in place 
; 
.1 
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of A1 and A2. Also; in equation (23) it is'. necessary to. 
replace k1 by k1 + X11 and k2 by·k2 + l<22· Hence, it is 
• 
then necessary to replace X0 , Y0 , Z0 by X0+6X> Y0 + f::iY, 
respectively. Thus, the deformed equi-
librium equations are expressed as, 
: _'"a.., -
~\(H·!,~N1't >p -Nl, A\(\~€11) >~ = A,~1.(\'tfu){\tfu.){'!0+b.Y) 
., . 
'· 
'{ k, + X0) N11 + <.~,+ )(22) N~.~ Zo ~ L\ Z 
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Taking.into account equations (21), (22), and 
· :j ·-. .-. (23), and neglecting the second-order quantities (i.e., 
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products of the type £11 [zz '> £11 AX-, etc. ) , the follow-
ing expressions are obtained. 
For this the problem··- in this study these -la·f?t tbre~ 
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· the ·differential equations of equilibrium for thi·s prob-
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2 ~ ,r Z ~ (28) 
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R2 ' ~ Jt"' Jt 
zv4 JJUJ-< + \$,.s + W + C W 
··h_ 
(~, K5ac'c< + Hzz W,pp) + Ir/ Jlw + ;r Jw 
R' dti Jt 
=O (29) 
This system ·of differential equations c.an readily 
.be .reduced to a single diff erenti:al equation of the 
· eighth order i_f one introduces a single .ba·sic :sc.alar· , 
.. · function <,P = q> ( °', p---.., and expresses the displacements 
-. l?Y means of this .function in a.ccordance with the ex-
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This displacement function was first introduced by 





If the effects of the tangential inertia forces 
and the tangential components of the reduced loads are 
"· 
ignored then equations {27)- and (28) will be satisfied 
by substituting these displacement expressions into them. 
: . ),1 ... 
However, equation (29) t-akes ·the following form when 
these ex:gressions are s.ubstituted into it: 
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where ··,., 11· = A- 7T R · 
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Here i d·enotes the number of ~ half wave in :the meridionZ1.l 
. direction and k denotes the number of hal:E waves in the 
circumferential direction.' · · · Assuming. ~}:iii:; form for <J) 
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corresponds to the case_ where, at the edges of the shell 
' -
. 
(z c:o, z •L) , the radial and also the· circumferential dis-
placements vanish. The longitudinal displacement is not 
~qual to zero. With this form for 11\ t' (34) y ~ equa ion can 
' 
be rewritten as,.· 
···- -·· 
. ' 
where I • 
It is possible to reduce this to a recognizable 
second order differential equation encountered' in many 
vibration problems b~ introducing the following terms: 
', . 
z . I w,, = f!lR 
(36) 
;_ ·. t '. • ;_ • ~ • t ... ' ~ ' ... ,. " _.,,.-
. - ... .. . = r (37) 
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21 
and k and constant ~. is I/ the the for a • given shell system 
ratio of the,actual damping to the critical damping. The 
function f(t) is the random excitation·fuhction for the 
system described by the external· loadings p (t) and q (t) • 
This 
· -With these· terms, ·equation (35) becomes 
• 1S 




a standard form frir many vibratiori problems 
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··· There .:are various definitions for stability of 
systems described by stochastic dif.ferential equations 
but for this study we~ will only be --concerned with the 
following: .. 
· (1) _ "Stabi.lity in the mean" requires that 
(for all t)~ 
(2) ,-o.. ~ "Stability in the mean square'~. requires that 
(for all t) 
where K1 and K2 are positive constants. 
We assume that the random functions p(tl and 
q(t) are stationary, ergodic, Gaussian processes with 
white noise spectral densities. Hence, they will 
possess the following properties: -
~ . 
• ,a 1;/1'_,,,. ' -. 
. <r(t)>=<itt)> = o 
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it possible to determine the corr_~sponding statistical 
pr6perties of the excitation function . 
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where X (ro/y, t) is the probability that, given the 
position vector y0 at time t=O, the shell will be found 
in the differential el,ernent (y, y+ Jy) of the phase space 
at time t. The phase space coordinates are denoted by 
y 1 and y 2 and are obtained from equation (39) as: 
> 
-., 











The coefficients l(~i, in equation {46), for the shell 
are • 
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The d·efinition and calculations of these coefficients 
are given in Appendix A. 
, 
25 
Hence, the Fokker-Planck equation for the cir-
cular cylindrical shell in this study is 
dx 
JYt 




Although the solution of this -equation is not 
available, it may be used to determine the time history 
of the "means II and the ·~:mean. squares" of the solution. 
From these histories it is possible to analyze the sta-
bility of the shell. To this end it is necessary to 
develop t~e "mean II equations and the "mean squa_re II equa-
tions· for ·the shell. 
• 
. -
·The "mean" equations_are obtained by ·multiplying 
equation (50) ,by_ y1 and y 2 and then integrating over the 
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phase space -oo< Yi.< oo . The terms can thell be · inte-
,j • I 
. . 
grated by parts so that· on·ly integrals of the mean appear. . .. .. . . · . 
l .• , ' •. 
These calculations are given in Appendix B. Recalling 




then the equations for the means of the shell can be 




- (51) .· 
The J:;"equirement for "stability in- the mean 11 -·- is that the 
. 




must be real and negative. This condition was first 
deve1oped by A. M. Lyapunov and is discussed by Letov (10] . * 
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characteristic 
equation for the matrix----have the same sign. Hence, to .t 
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2 · · Z 
· X + 2 ~ w11 A + w,, = o 
-···· ·.-- . 
• 
r·f~ all the coefficients in equation (52) must· have the 
same sign, then the only condition for 11 stability in the 
mean" will be 
· . - . 
~>o •. 
:In. other words, if "stability in· th.e :mean"· ·is t-o exist, 
then damping must be present in the·,· shell. 
The "mean square" equations are derived by using 
' 
the same method used in deriving the "mean" equations 
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..,,.,,- ' 
that the~inition ·,,'for the 
·-- -·· .. - ·----' 
. '.i, 
.. (J.,j = 1,1.) 
• 
the equations fo·r · the mean squares can be written in the 
form <:, 
<y,2> 0 0 < 2.> 'I, 
d 
-===-
-w-: -2fwn I {54) 
-
. ,,', '.· (· 
·,. 
' . ' 
' ' 
·'· 
• I , -- .-. •· .:..._ ,, dt 
<Y,%.> <r, y,> 
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The requirement for the "stability in the mean 
. 
· ·square" is that the eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix. 
in equation (54) must also be real ~nd negative. How-
ever, for this matrix the characteristic equation is going 
to be a- cubic equation. So, . acc:ording t9 Wylie [ 11] , * 
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of the cubic· equation. 























Hence, the characteristic equation for the mean 
square matrix • 1S 
-A 2 0 
2. 
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the stability conditions in equati.on (55) become 
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This ,-1 S ~lready satisfied. inequality 
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as positive Since defined • 1S then this con-
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It is obvious that this last condition will be 
satisfied by equation (57). 
~bstituting the load parameters from equations 
(36) and (37) and the spectral density parameters from 
equation (45) into equation (57)' allows us to rewrite 












I/ 2 ~I' + l 1TK!e 7$°i 
(59) 
. 
H~nce, the necessary and sufficient conditions 
~· ' . ' •' 
. ' .... ·. . l , ·. '.. ., , . . 
for the "stability in the mean squares" are given in 
equations (58) and (59). Equation (58) again requires 
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~ IV. CONCLUSION 
.t 
• 
•, t', ,JI 
For a circular cylindrical shell loaded·b~-a 
' -
uniformly distributed radial load Q = q0 + q(t), and 
.C 1 
co~press.ed by a longitudinal force P = p 0 + p (,t), where 
p (t) and q (t) are random· functions of time, the stabili'ty 
d ···t. (f f 11 con 1 ions are.as o ows •. 
CJ' 
First, for "stability in.the mean" and "stability· 
.. 
in the mean square" there must be some typ~ of damping in 
the shell in order to dissipate the energy caused by the 
random loadings. This is the only necessary condition 
needed for "stability in the Jnean". In reality, this 
. / 
condition is not difficult to satisfy because most phys-
ical structures are at least lightly damped. Lin [1zj 
discusses this fact and illustrates it with the aid of 
graphs.* 
For ·11stability in the mean square"· ~here is a 
second condition which must be satisfied. This condition 
places a restriction on the spectral density constants 
for white noise and is mathemat·ically stated in .equation 
(59) • • 
. ~. 
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if damp~ng . -exists in the shell if 
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loadings satisfy ' .. equation I then 
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leng:th N2 - force per -
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1' . l' _,;·;. ' in the Fo~k·er-Planck equation, which is d.escribed by . 
. ,·· 
' 
. :i ·, ;. .·.· 
· e·quation (46)·, it is- necessary: to assume that tn~ differ-
· ential element of time, ~t, is so small that the phase 
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The following · int~gral 
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The mean square equations for the. shell are ob~ 
tained by using the same procedure as in.Appen¢lix B 
except now the Fokke·r-Planck equation must be multiplied 
The following integral equations are ··obtained by 
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when he entered the Pennsylvania State University. He 
received his B. s. in Engineering Mechanics in June 1967 
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and then entered Lehigh University as a---·N.D.E.A. Fellow 
in the fall of 1967. 
He is a member of tha National Society of Profes-
sional Engineers, the Pehns~lvania Society of Professional 
Engineers, the Society of Natural Philosophy, and A • s . M. E • 
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~echnical societies. 
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